This article presents implementation of an online gait generator on a quadruped robot. Firstly, the design of a quadruped robot is presented. The robot contains four leg modules each of which is constructed by a 2 degrees of freedom (2-DOF) five-bar parallel linkage mechanism. Together with other two rotational DOF, the leg module is able to perform 4-DOF movement. The parallel mechanism of the robot allows all the servos attached on the body frame, so that the leg mass is decreased and motor load can be balanced. Secondly, an online gait generator based on dynamic movement primitives for the walking control is presented. Dynamic movement primitives provide an approach to generate periodic trajectories and they can be modulated in real time, which makes the online adjustment of walking gaits possible. This gait controller is tested by the quadruped robot in regulating walking speed, switching between forward\backward movements and steering. The controller is easy to apply, expand and is quite effective on phase coordination and online trajectory modulation. Results of simulated experiments are presented.
Introduction
Quadruped robots are useful in many tasks due to their ability to walk smoothly on rough terrain. 1 Among many research interests regarding the quadruped robot, the system design and the control of walking have long been key issues. Traditional motion control method can be interpreted as a kind of feed forward control strategy. Most of them [2] [3] [4] need information of the terrain no matter from a known map or sensor detection. The motion controller tries to compensate the disturbance before it can make any effects on the system. Feed forward control needs an accurate and complicated model. As we can see in Estremera's research, 3 it requires different kinds of predefined stability margins, different kinds of techniques such as query, searching and optimization. So same drawbacks as a feed forward control strategy have, traditional motion planning generally consumes much time, and is too complicated to extend or transplant. On the other hand, these characteristics make this approach quite suitable for low-speed discontinuous static gait generating which allows the robot to stop and think and avoid leg coordination at the same time.
In this situation, the robot using traditional motion planning can also have the ability to move Omnidirectionally.
Another way is based on biologically inspired strategy. It is actually a feedback control strategy with a dynamic system as its controller. Typically, a controller does algebraic operation on state variables of the controlled object. While choosing a dynamic system as a controller makes controlling more like an interaction between the controlled object and the dynamic system consisting the controller and introduces more state variables. Most popular biologically inspired strategy is central pattern generator 5 (CPG) . A typical approach to express CPG is to design an autonomous dynamic system of coupled non-linear oscillators. This autonomous dynamic system can be a network 6 or just two coupled oscillators, 7 and its working space can also be different, either joint space 7, 8 which means the output signal of CPG is interpreted as a joint angle signal or leg coordination Cartesian space. 6, 9 A significant advantage of CPG is that it can be easily extended and is able to reject the real-time disturbances. [10] [11] [12] CPG is easy to extend as its structure is quite simple but not easy to design as it's a non-linear dynamic system. Because the curve of output signal of most CPGs cannot be arbitrarily reshaped, there comes the need for designing a CPG that can predefine the output curve. Dynamical movement primitives (DMPs) [13] [14] [15] provides a good solution for this problem. Meanwhile it keeps the advantages of typical CPGs like the relative simple structure, disturbance robustness and coordination mechanism. The concept of primitives, motor primitives or movement primitives comes from biological research, which means basic elements that can generate complicate movements. 16 In this article, we use DMP as a strategy to control a quadruped robot. A DMP-based controller is established to achieve movement, and the output signal is explained in leg coordination Cartesian space. The design of a quadruped robot is proposed to test the control method. The robot is made up of body frames and four leg modules ( Figure 1 ). Together with other two rotation DOF, the leg module is able to perform 4-DOF movement. The parallel mechanism of the robot allows all the servos attached on the body frame, so that the leg mass is decreased and motor load can be balanced. As four leg modules attach under the trunk separately, control system and power system can be settled on the trunk without any collisions with the four leg modules. The simulation results show that the robot can do basic walking targets such as walking in a certain gait, speed control and turning control. Switches between different targets can be achieved naturally and smoothly.
The article is organized as follows. The mechanical design of the robot is discussed in section 'Design of the quadruped robot'. DMPs used to build gait controllers are introduced in section 'Dynamical movement primitives'. In section 'Proposed controller', the online walking gait generator is discussed. Simulation results of the control method are presented in section 'Simulation results and discussion'.
Design of the quadruped robot
We designed a robot actuated by 12 electrical servos. Although the power of an electric motor has been greatly improved, one still needs to carefully design the leg of a quadruped robot in order to reduce the leg mass and balance the payload of different motors. In order to reduce the energy consuming of motors, a leg module constructed by mixed serial/parallel mechanisms is proposed. The size of this modular robot is about 45 cm long, 30 cm high and 30 cm wide, without other systems carried on.
Design of the leg module
A leg module includes a base and a five-bar mechanism (Figure 1 ). Base is directly connected to the trunk, while the fivebar mechanism can rotate along the hip shaft. By adding four servos, we can control the free end moving within the plane constructed by five-bar mechanism, roll motion of the fivebar mechanism and the yaw motion of the whole module. Servo 1 and servo 2 are responsible for the controlling of the five-bar mechanism. Servo 3 is responsible for the roll motion of the five-bar mechanism. It can control the rotate motion of five-bar mechanism along the hip shaft. Servo 4 is responsible for the controlling of the yaw motion of the whole module. With the control of these two servos, we can control the free end of the leg moving within the plane constructed by five-bar mechanism. Because this structure is a typical parallel mechanism, no servos here need to carry the other one. Besides, this design leaves the legonly links, thus reduce the leg mass. 
Kinematics of the five-bar mechanism
Before the analysis, we can simplify the five-bar mechanism into the diagram shown in Figure 2 .
There are different ways to calculate the forward and inverse kinematics, like using rotation matrix or vector equation and so on. Here, we decomposed this problem into a simple question, then both forward and backward kinematics are solved based on the reuse of this simple question. This method gets rid of the massive usage of trigonometric functions and is easy to program in a computer.
The simple question: Given two different points: P 1 (x 1 ; y 1 ) and P 2 (x 2 ; y 2 ). Calculate the coordinates of point P so that its distance to P 1 is l 1 to P 2 is l 2 . (Assume that P exists.) Solution:
According to the question, we can get the equations below
Solutions of these two equations are
Then x p can be calculated by
There are at most two P points and one of the x p in equation (5) should be regarded. One can easily check this through equation (2), so that all the right two P points can be found.
The forward kinematics can be calculated following the procedures below:
Step 1. Calculate the coordinates of point B and D ( Figure 2 ). Step 2. As the distances between C and B and C and D keep constant, one can use the solutions of the simple question to calculate C. Choose the one with bigger y coordinate.
Step 3. As the distances between P and C and P and D keep constant, one can use the solutions of the simple question to calculate P. Choose the one with bigger y coordinate. (One can also rotate CD to get the coordinate of P.)
The inverse kinematics can be calculate following the procedures below:
Step 1. As the distances between D and P and D and E keep constant, one can use the solutions of the simple question to calculate D. Choose the one with bigger x coordinate.
Step 2. As the distances between C and D and C and P keep constant, one can use the solutions of the simple question to calculate C. Choose the one with smaller y coordinate (or using rotation matrix). Generally, in the inverse kinematics, there are four possible solutions. The choice of D can be the one with smaller x coordinate instead of the bigger one, so as to the choice of B. One can see this more clearly in Figure 3 . Since this fivebar structure can be seen as the combination of two typical Figure 2 . Simplified five-bar mechanism. i is joint angle and L i is linkage length. This mechanism is exactly the same one used in left fore and right hind leg. While in left hind and right fore leg, the mechanism used is the mirror structure of the above one. Considering that the kinematics of the mirror structure is similar to the original one, we only talk about the original structure in this article.
second-order serial leg: AB-BC and ED-DCP, it inherits the problem of multi-solution of a second-order serial leg. Here, we choose the solution that makes ABCDE a convex polygon as the final solution.
Dynamical movement primitives
DMPs are originally proposed by Ijspeert et al., 14 while a simple review of DMP is presented here in this section since it's the basis of our control strategy. DMP is a line of research for modelling attractor behaviours of autonomous non-linear dynamic system with the help of statistical learning techniques. 14 Both point and limit cycle attractor are included but only the last one is introduced here, as we only need periodic motions.
Basic structure of DMP
A DMP can be divided into three parts: canonical system, forcing term and transformation system. The former's output will be the latter's input, making the whole DMP like a cascade system. So we can conclude the three parts' equations as follows
In these equations, equation (6) stands for canonical system, equation (7) stands for forcing term and equation (8) stands for transformation system, where y and z in equation (8) are the state variables. Actually, equation (6) is a proportional function with output regulated into [0,2] (see equation (9)), which makes the canonical system a periodic phase oscillator
Where T is the period of the learned trajectory. The parameter makes the periods of canonical system and learned trajectory stay the same. Forcing term will drive the transformation system to reach the trajectory we want. Its equation (7) is a set of algebraic equations, which is the only non-linear part of DMP
Where the exponential basis functions in equation (11) are fixed von Mises basis functions, essentially Gaussianlike functions. ! are adjustable weights, r is a scale factor which does not change during online calculation here. Representing arbitrary non-linear functions as such, a normalized linear combination of basis functions has been a well-established methodology in machine learning or statistical learning techniques, which means we can arbitrarily change the shape of this forcing term's output. So finally we can arbitrarily change the output of the whole DMP.
Transformation system can be seen as a low-pass filter for forcing term, and here it is a linear time-invariant system modelled from spring-damping system
If the forcing term f ¼ 0, these equations represents a globally stable second-order linear system with ðz; yÞ ¼ ð0; gÞ as a unique point attractor. With appropriate values of a z and b z , the system can be made critically damped in order for y to monotonically converge towards g. Another advantage of a linear time-invariant system is that it can be discretized easily without precision lost instead of using numeric methods to solve these differential equations. As to the whole DMP, the only non-linear part is algebraic equations, so we can get its discretization model without any precision lost.
When the form of the transformation system is known, it's easy to make DMP output the desired trajectory. According to equation (12), we can get
Where y d is the desired or pre-defined trajectory. Through equation (13), the desired f trajectory can be calculated from the desired output trajectory. Then by using the machine learning or statistical learning techniques, the adjustable weight ! can be calculated. So the whole DMP can work by calculating equations (6) to (8) successively.
Amplitude and frequency scale
Amplitude and frequency scale can be solved in the framework of topological equivalence. The results are very simple. Assume the frequency scale factor is K f and the amplitude is K A , then the amplitude scale law is
The frequency scale law is
Where the notation ! denotes a functional mapping, z and y are state variables in transformation system, F is the output of the canonical system.
Coordination between different DMPs
The coordination between different DMPs is achieved by coordinating the different belonging canonical systems. A canonical system can be seen as the power supplier of a DMP and it is essentially a phase oscillator, so synchronization theory can be used. 17 For general coordinating between two oscillators, there are three different ways: frequency lock, phase lock and injection lock. Injection lock can achieve frequency lock and phase lock at the same time. It is chosen here to lock two DMPs. Modified canonical system is shown in equation (16)
Where d is the desired phase difference, ! 2 and 2 come from another oscillator and k ! and k are positive parameters. Comparing with equation (9), there actually adds a PID controller to canonical system with d as its reference.
Proposed controller
This section introduces the controller we designed for quadruped walking by using DMP as its core. The actuators we used are servo motors, so the output of our controller is position information.
Predesign trajectory
In our work, we only use two main coordinates to observe the motion of the quadruped: the body coordinate frame S b attached to the centre of the robot and the global coordinate frame S g attached to the ground. Since we only considered open loop control so far, global coordinate frame is only used in experiment observation. The predesign trajectory of the foot is considered in S b .
The trajectory is designed in YZ plane in S b or the socalled sagittal plane. Its shape is shown in Figure 4 . Since we want the robot to keep its height unchanged when this foot touches the ground and considering our gait is actually a kind of static period gait, making bottom a horizontal line is straightforward.
The parameters of this trajectory include: period T , the lasting time of vertical segment T v , the length of vertical segment L v and the step time d t . We generate this trajectory by using difference equations, which makes it easy to implement through numeric methods, avoid large changes and be decomposed to YZ direction during generating (see Figure 4 ). But the drawback of this approach is also obvious: the begin point and the end point are hard to meet. Fortunately, due to the low-pass characteristic of DMP, this drawback can be easily avoided. Figure 5 shows the output through DMP. The result is actually combined by two DMPs with one generating z direction trajectory and the other one generating y direction. We set the initial output of DMP is the mechanical zero point which is different from the trajectory point, but we can see that DMP makes a smooth transportation due to its low-pass characteristic.
Single leg module and the overall controller
In order to make DMP suitable for quadruped control, we use two DMPs to construct a new elementary module called single leg module (SLM) to control a single leg. Its general structure is shown in Figure 6 .
As we talked above, we use two DMPs to reconstruct a predesign trajectory. But instead of using two separate DMPs, such SLM only uses one canonical system. By doing this, the two DMPs can only keep zero phase lock all the time but reducing the redundancy of this system. The canonical system left can still be used to synchronize with other SLMs. The output of this SLM is the angle of the servo motor, which means we directly control the position of the free end or the foot. In some situation, position control is much easier than force control but makes it impossible to compensate the disturbance in low-level control loop.
Coordination through different SLMs can be different. Like the fundamental topological structures of multiples coupled oscillators, there can be chain type, radial type, ring type and fully connected type. In this work, we use unidirectional radial type (Figure 7) . Central controller is a high level controller which is responsible for external base signal generating and user interface input explanation. So the coordination between four SLMs is achieved by synchronizing them to the same external base signal separately, which generated by the external oscillator which actually shares the same structure as equation (9) . The frequency of this external oscillator can be changed directly by changing the value of the in it and will not cause any step change of the final output even when comes into a negative value, because the four SLMs contain DMP as a natural low-pass filter.
This unidirectional radial type is relatively easy to achieve and control. Since there is no direct connect between any two SLMs, we can assign any SLM's phase difference without affecting other SLMs and make it easier to predict one SLM's behaviour.
We choose trot gait here because it's the most stable one for our quadruped robot in our simulation environment. One thing should be noticed is that real gait relies on lots of things like speed, robot size and so on. Since our control strategy is open loop control actually, the parameters can only be decided by trial and error and obviously a little different from the primary gaits (Table 1) . 6 
Simulation results and discussion
Experiments were done in Webots 18 using a simplified quadruped robot model (Figure 8 ) on a flat plane. The simulation environment is support by ODE physics engine. Although the robot is simplified, we did some mass adjust considering the real mass allocation, so that this model can be an approximation of the real robot. Right graph is decomposition of y and z direction. Remind that the origin of this graph is not the origin of YZ or sagittal plane. We define a new origin here just to make it easier to generate such a predesign trajectory.
Walking in trot gait through open loop control
We chose trot gait as our prime gait, but we did a little modification based on the phase relation in primary gaits. Here in our experiments, we used:
So we subtracted 0:05 from each hind leg's phase, the difference is shown more clearly in Figure 9 . Actually, one can adjust the left side legs' phase or diagonal legs' phase instead of the hind legs'. But as we can see in Table 1 , we just add to each hind leg's phase then we get pace. If we add =2, then we get walk. Only bound is so much different from the other three gaits, but we can still turn pace into bound through adding to their diagonal legs' phase. So the adjustment we made here can be seen as a kind of linear interpolation between walk, trot and pace. One thing can be verified is that different gaits relate to moving speed closely as for one quadruped animal. 19, 20 So this kind of adjustment may follow some hidden rules but obviously there still needs a lot of work.
We measured the height of the centre of robot as the main evaluation of the stability of the robot. The record is showed in Figure 10 . The initial height of robot is a little higher, because the mechanical zero point of this parallel structure is at the edge of its work space and we need to move the free end into its work space first. The transition was quite natural without any overshoot. When the robot entered the stable moving state, there was some periodic disturbance. But consider the unit of the data is meter which means the disturbance is within 3 mm. So this result shows the robot entered a good stable state. Figure 11 shows the phase evolution of four legs. The output result was a typical result of a PID controller, which can be verified in equation (15) . Although there was no overshoot, the phase lock was quite rapid. The overview of the robot motion is shown in Figure 12 .
Speed control
Speed control can be achieved through centre controller shown in Figure 7 , which actually changes the frequency of the external oscillator. In simulation environment, we doubled the frequency at 5 s. The height record is shown in Figure 13 , phase evolution is shown in Figure 14 and the displacement along forward direction is shown in Figure 15 . Although the speed-up technique we used here changes the frequency and holds the phase relation at the same time, it should be noticed that different moving speeds often relate to different phase relation. So there should be some modification of phase relation, as we change the moving speed.
Another extreme example of speed controlling is to make the robot move backwards from forwards just by turning the external reference signal into a decreasing slope signal. In other words, we make the in external oscillator be its opposite number directly. This kind of tests are not common in quadruped research, while our robot has the symmetry to allow it to move backwards and our controller can also achieve it without any new modifications.
In this test, we turned the oscillator frequency into its opposite value directly at 5 s. The height record is shown in Figure 16 , phase evolution is shown in Figure 17 , displacement record is shown in Figure 18 and canonical system output of fore left leg is shown in Figure 19 . The disturbance in Figure 17 was different from Figure 14 , since here we decreased the external oscillator frequency instead of increasing it.
The transition progress is shown more clearly in Figure  19 , from where we can see that the injection lock keeps both of the frequency and phase stay the same. 
Turning control
Turning control is achieved by using the same techniques with controlling a differential wheel robot. Reminding that we decomposed the trajectory into two directions in SLM, here we just need to modify the z direction amplitude of one side legs. So that we can make the average speed of two sides different, then the robot can turn without any effects on phase relations. In our tests, we made the z direction amplitude of right side half to make the robot turn right from 5 s to 10 s. The height record and phase evolution of the robot are nothing different from the moving test, so we don't show them here. Figure 20 shows the robot moving trajectory projected on the walking plane, from which we can see the effect of this turning technique more clearly. It should be noticed that the turning is finished in several periods discretely, as the quadruped moves in periodic and discretely motion. 
Interesting phenomena of open loop control
Although the open loop control exists many drawbacks, it is the basis of a closed loop control. In our simulation tests, we add a touch sensor at the end of each leg, from which we can know if the leg touch the ground. The record data in moving test is plotted in Figure 21 .
Actually, we have already assigned the stance and flight period just when we designed the predesign trajectory in Figure 4 . Obviously, we want the leg touch the ground when it moves on the straight line and leaves the ground when it comes to the arc. But in our simulation results as showed in Figure 21 , the fore left cannot leave or touch the ground in time. Honestly, we cannot guarantee the robot stability even when the simulation record meets the design, and it shouldn't be that strange if the two don't meet because we use open loop control here.
Conclusion
In this article, we proposed a modular quadruped robot and an online gait generator for the control of walking. The robot is constructed by four independent leg modules. Each leg module includes a five-bar mechanism as its main structure. This five-bar mechanism makes the two leg servos directly attached to the robot trunk, thus reduce the leg mass and balance the payload of two servos. A method of calculating forward and backward kinematics of this fivebar mechanism is also present. This method does not include many trigonometric functions and solve both the forward and backward kinematics based on a simple threepoint question.
The controller in the article can learn a given trajectory and regenerate it real time. Moreover, this controller is able to adjust the output frequency and two independent degrees' amplitude. Due to the DMP's natural coordination ability and unidirectional radial coordination type we used, we can control the robot to move in a certain trot gait on a flat plane The output of the controller is explained in Cartesian space, which makes it suitable for different kinds of leg design and easy to change the shape of output trajectory.
Although our controller is an open loop one, the robot is able to speed-up or even move backwards without any stop. Turning is achieved by taking the same techniques used in differential wheels robot. All the tests about the above tasks are finished in Webots simulation environment, showing that it's a simple but effective way to control a quadruped robot. 21 Loss of sensors feedback makes our controller cannot walk on uneven ground stably. More research will be done about how to adjust the phase relation and ratio of stance and flight phase. Since the controller is not complicated and very open so far, we believe the introduction of feedback will not cause a big modification of this controller's structure. 
